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Virtual Reality

1.A.1. Falko Kuester, Jurgen Schulze, Tom DeFanti: Virtual & Augmented Reality
In Year 3 of the GreenLight project, the Immersive Visualization Laboratory (IVL) further
refined the interactive, virtual model of the modular data center with the GreenLight instrument.
The purpose of this project is to be able to visualize sensor data like power consumption,
temperature, etc. in an easy to access way in the high end visualization environments at Calit2,
like the StarCAVE, the NexCAVE or on the AESOP wall. In prior years, the researchers have
created a 3D model of the container, using as a basis a CAD model from SUN. The virtual model
is a complete replica of the container, which even allows the user to open the doors, enter, and
pull out the computer racks, all by directly interacting with the visual components.
While in year 2, the focus of IVL’s research activities was to add more sensor data to the virtual
model, in Year 3 the focus was on improving user interaction and robustness of the visualization
software. Among the changes are the following additions to the functionality of the system:
•
•
•
•

•
•

Added a legend for the data visualized on the computer hardware objects in the
instrument, for more exact value readouts.
Added a property sheet for every instrumented object in the container. This sheet shows
information about the object, along with its sensor data.
Increased robustness of the system for demonstrations, for instance by using cached data
for when the network or the data server is off-line.
Worked with web server group to extend the web interface to include new functionality
to access location information about hardware components. Created logical data base
structure at visualization end to associate physical location data from web server with
photographs and size information for the IT components in the instrument, for accurate
visualization in virtual reality.
Worked with web server group to add 3D model of container to web front-end. This is
work in progress.
Created new visualization mode for CPU components in container: the logical cluster
view. By default, the CPU units are displayed in the physical locations they are located at
in the instrument. Sometimes it is useful, however, to display those CPU units which
belong to a logical cluster together. The new visualization mode is going to accomplish
this. This is ongoing work.

The 3D visualization software was installed in Calit2’s StarCAVE and on the AESOP wall. The
StarCAVE is a 5-sided, 34 megapixel, tracked 3D environment. The AESOP wall is a 4x4 tiled
display wall, consisting of narrow bezel LCD displays. It cannot show a 3D image in stereo, but
is more accessible to the GreenLight researchers. The goal of the AESOP installation was to
provide a permanent portal into the GreenLight Instrument, which the participating researchers
can walk up to at any time and bring up, in an intuitive way, the collected data. Figures 11 – 14
below show examples of display interaction.

Figure 11: Virtual GreenLight Instrument on
the AESOP display wall at Calit2

Figure 12: Interacting with the Virtual
GreenLight Instrument in the StarCAVE,
showing the power history

Figure 13: X-ray view of the GreenLight Figure 14: The GreenLight Instrument fully
Instrument on AESOP display wall.
equipped showing the color coded power
consumption of each component.
The Highly Interactive Parallelized Display Space (HIPerSpace) display wall seen in the figure
below features nearly 287 million pixels of screen resolution and continues to be used as a
visualization and collaboration front end to the GreenLight Instrument in support of scientific
data visualization. The display uses 10GigE on each of its server nodes and has an aggregate 90
gigabit per second back haul to the network core and the GreenLight instrument (using 9 10GigE
bonded connections).

Figure 15: UCSD Calit2 HIPerSpace Tiled Display Wall: 286,720,000 pixels.

Application of Virtual and Augmented Reality: A Cyber-collaboratory for Carbon-Efficient
Global Collaboration
Physical face-to-face meetings, collaborations and negotiations, are vital in many disciplines, yet
the associated travel is time consuming and costly. While cost in the past has primarily
considered transportation and overall productivity loss, the associated carbon signature and cost
on the environment is becoming ever more critical. Tele-conferencing systems have sought to
address some of these challenges and recently taken major steps forward with environments such
as HP’s Halo and CISCO’s TelePresence. Yet, these environments are largely focused on
connecting “faces” and traditional means of communicating technical information through
viewgraphs, leaving fundamental benefits of face-to-face collaboration unsolved, in respect to
“presence” (the sense of being there), the capture of body language, and overall participant
engagement and attention. It has been shown that face-to-face collaboration builds trust and
maximizes clarity and understanding in many cases by non-verbal communication, with emotions
being transferred without and single word ever being exchanged. Furthermore, in our data rich
GreenLight environment, the need for the concurrent, interactive and intuitive access to core data
assets will elevate the impact of collaborations dramatically. Common practice of analyzing
energy efficiency data through static viewgraphs with little or no room for on-demand
modification is therefore by many considered a dead-end.
Year 3 saw major advances in efforts related to virtual and augmented reality. Our research on
ultra-scale, networked visualization systems and cyber-collaboratories serving as the virtual entry
point into GreenLight, has established what we believe is the critical link between data
generation, processing, representation and face-to-face collaboration of participating researchers,
with unprecedented, concurrent access to core data assets, elevating the impact of cyber-enabled

collaboration and setting the stage for greening of this otherwise carbon heavy domain. In
environments such as AESOP and HIPerSpace (in the figure below), also known as OptIPortals,
life-size collaboration is now possible with the added advantage that the data and most
importantly its visual representation can go wherever the user is virtually going, while providing
participants with complete control over it. In other words, OptiPortals combine face-to-face
communication with unprecedented, concurrent access to core assets elevating the impact of
collaborative data assessment. A central outcome of the ongoing research is our middleware layer
called the Cluster Graphics Library (CGLX) that now runs on nearly 100 major visualization
systems at the leading research universities and national laboratories world-wide and has reached
five digit downloads by individuals.

Figure 16: HIPerSpace tele-immersion prototype, interconnecting NASA’s Lunar Science Institute
(NLSI) on the left with our Graphics, Visualization and Virtual Realty Lab (GRAVITY) on the
right.

Over the past year, multi-user, multi-site collaborations were enabled with OptIPortals. In one
example, UCSD, NASA and KAUST, were fused into a “cyber-mashup” with a minimum
roundtrip distance between San Diego and San Jose, of 1,000 miles or the equivalent of 260lb of
CO2 emissions per trip and person. Tests are currently being conducted in collaboration with
KAUST in Jeddah (Saudi Arabia) with 11,821 miles and 16,745 miles roundtrip distances and a
5,060lb and 6,981lb CO2 emissions per traveler, respectively [http://www.terrapass.com/carbonfootprint-calculator/], based on airplane travel. Note that the carbon signature impact has to be
considered in the context of the number of participants, which for most of our meetings are a
dozen or more, meaning that the total carbon footprint for a physical face-to-face collaboration is
indeed an order of magnitude higher than what is stated above for one individual. This will be in
contrast to an estimated 1.2 grams of CO2 emissions per networked computer per minute of use
(72 grams per hour) or approximately six computer hours per pound of CO2 (numbers will vary
based on hardware selection).

Figure 17: Virtual-handshake with NASA’s NLSI. Running a
clone of our HIPerSpace system and CGLX software stack,
allowing data to be exchanged and visualized at resolutions two
orders of magnitude higher than HDTV. Estimated CO2 cost for
handshake = 3 grams.

